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Abstra t
Sophisti ated redu tions are of parti ular importan e for progress in automated theorem proving. We onsider the powerful redu tion rule Contextual
Rewriting in onne tion with the superposition al ulus. If onsidered in
its most general form the appli ability of ontextual rewriting is not de idable. We develop an instan e of ontextual rewriting where appli ability
be omes de idable while preserving a great deal of its simpli ation power.
A sophisti ated implementation of the rule in Spass reveals its appli ation
potential. Our ontextual rewriting instan e is feasible in the sense that it
an be exe uted on the overall TPTP resulting in a gain of solved problems
and new solutions to a number of problems that ould not be solved by
theorem provers so far.
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1 Introdu tion
In the superposition ontext, rst-order theorem proving with equality deals
with the problem of showing unsatis ability of a nite set N of lauses. This
problem is well-known to be unde idable, in general. It is semi-de idable in
the sense that superposition is refutationally omplete. The superposition
al ulus is omposed of inferen e and redu tion rules. Inferen e rules generate new lauses from N whereas redu tion rules delete lauses from N or
transform them into simpler ones while deleting the an estors. If, in parti ular, powerful redu tion rules are available, de idability of ertain sub lasses
of rst-order logi an be shown and explored in pra ti e [4, 16, 17, 12, 11℄.
Hen e, sophisti ated redu tions are of parti ular importan e for progress in
automated theorem proving. In this paper the redu tion rule Contextual
Rewriting is onsidered in ombination with the superposition al ulus [2℄.
Contextual rewriting extends rewriting with unit equations to rewriting with
full lauses ontaining a positive orientable equation. In order to apply su h
a lause for rewriting, all other literals of that lause have to be entailed by
the ontext of the lause to be rewritten and potentially further lauses from
a given lause set N . Hen e, the name ontextual rewriting.
For a rst, simple example onsider the two lauses
P (x)

! f (x)  x

S (g (a)); a

 b; P (b) ! R(f (a))

where we write lauses in impli ation form [29℄. Now in order to rewrite
R(f (a)) in the se ond lause to R(a) using the equation f (x)  x of the
rst lause with mat her  = fx 7! ag, we have to show that P (x) holds
in the ontext of the se ond lause S (g (a)); a  b; P (b), i.e., j= S (g (a)); a 
b; P (b) ! P (x) . This obviously holds, so we an repla e S (g (a)); a 
b; P (b) ! R(f (a)) by S (g (a)); a  b; P (b) ! R(a) via a ontextual rewriting
appli ation of P (x) ! f (x)  x.
More general, ontextual rewriting is the following rule:
2
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1
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( 2 ! 2 )[u[t ℄  v ℄
2 ! 2 )[u[s ℄  v ℄ expresses that u[s ℄  v is an atom o
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subterm s of u to t if, among ordering restri tions, the following onditions
are satis ed

j= 2 ! A for all A in 1
j= A ! 2 for all A in 1 
where N is the urrent lause set, C; D 2 N , and NC denotes the set of
lauses from N smaller than C with respe t to a redu tion ordering , total
on ground terms. Redu tion rules are labeled with an R and are meant to
NC
NC

repla e the lauses above the bar by the lauses below the bar. Both side
onditions are unde idable, in general. Therefore, in order to make the rule
appli able in pra ti e, it must be instantiated su h that eventually these two
onditions be ome e e tive. This is the topi of this paper.
For a more sophisti ated, further motivating example, onsider the following lause set. It an be nitely saturated using ontextual rewriting but not
solely with less sophisti ated redu tion me hanisms su h as unit rewriting or
subsumption.
Let i, q , r, f be fun tions, a, b be onstants and x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , y1 be
variables and let r  f  q  i  b  a  nil using the KBO with weight 1
for all fun tion symbols and variables.
1:
! q(nil)  b
2:
i(x1 )  b; q (y1 )  b ! q (r (x1 ; y1 ))  b
3:
i(x1 )  b; q (y1 )  b ! q (f (x1 ; y1 ))  a
4:
i(x1 )  b; q (y1 )  b; i(x3 )  b !
r (x3 ; f (x1 ; y1 ))  f (x1 ; r (x3 ; y1 ))
5: i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; b  a !
y1  nil; q (f (x1 ; f (x2 ; r (x3 ; y1 ))))  b
If we apply superposition right between lause 4 and lause 5 on the term
q (f (x1 ; f (x2 ; r (x3 ; y1 )))) we obtain the lause
6: i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; i(x4 )  b; q (y1 )  b; q (f (x4 ; y1 ))  b; b  a
f (x4 ; y1 )  nil; q (f (x1 ; f (x2 ; f (x4 ; r (x3 ; y1 )))))  b
whi h is larger (both in the ordering and the number of symbols) than
lause 5. Applying superposition between lause 4 and lause 6 yields an even
larger lause. Repeating the superposition inferen e between lause 4 and
3

!

these lauses reates larger and larger lauses. All those lauses annot be
simpli ed by unit rewriting and are not redundant with respe t to subsumption [29℄. Hen e, the exhaustive appli ation of the superposition al ulus
does not terminate on this lause set. Furthermore, none of the redu tions
whi h have been implemented so far in Spass and in any other system we
are aware of, an redu e lause 5. However, with ontextual rewriting we an
redu e lause 5 using lause 3 to
7: i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; b  a ! y1  nil; a  b.
Clause 7 is a tautology and an be redu ed to true. Then the set is
saturated sin e no further superposition inferen e is possible. In order to
apply ontextual rewriting to lause 5 using lause 3 we have to verify the
side onditions
NC

j= i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q(y1)  b; b  a ! i(x1 )  b

and
NC

j= i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q(y1)  b; b  a !
q (f (x2 ; r (x3 ; y1 )))  b.

The rst ondition holds trivially and the latter follows from lause 3
and lause 2 whi h are both smaller than lause 5. For more details see
Se tion 4.2. This example already shows that the lass of lause sets that
an be nitely saturated with ontextual rewriting is stri tly larger than the
lass of lause sets that an be nitely saturated by unit rewriting, non-unit
rewriting or lo al ontextual rewriting [29, 30℄.
Contextual rewriting was rst implemented in the SATURATE system [20,
13℄ but never matured. It turned out to be very useful for a bun h of examples, but the rule has to be turned o in general, be ause often the provers
does not return in reasonable time from even a single ontextual rewriting
appli ation test. This is partly due to a straight forward naive implementation, ompared to the te hniques presented in our paper, and a more general
setting where the ordering onstraints of the rule are not a priori al ulated
but inherited through ordering onstraints.
In this work we present an instan e of ontextual rewriting that is useful,
e.g., it redu es the above lause set, its appli ation is de idable and it is also
feasible in pra ti e. We tested our implementation on all problems of the
TPTP library version 3.2.0 [27℄. Compared to our rst implementation of
the rule [32℄ the results of this paper lead to a performan e where we win
signi antly more problems on the overall TPTP than we lose while keeping
4

the positive results on hard problems. In parti ular, we solve 6 problems
from the TPTP that no other reported system ould solve before. The gained
performan e is due to a tight in orporation of ontextual rewriting with unit
and non-unit rewriting and a new a hing te hnique (Chapter 3).
The paper is now organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we develop our
instan e of ontextual rewriting and present its implementation in Spass in
Se tion 3. The nal se tion, Se tion 4, dis usses experimental results, both
on the TPTP and on the above example.

5

2 Contextual Rewriting
We onsider rst-order logi with equality using notation from [29℄. We write
lauses in the form !  where and  are multi-sets of atoms. The atoms
of denote negative literals while the atoms of  denote the positive literals.
A substitution  is a mapping from the set of variables to the set of terms
su h that x 6= x for only nitely many variables x. The redu tion rules, in
parti ular the ontextual rewriting rule, are de ned with respe t to a wellfounded redu tion ordering  on terms that is total on ground terms. This
ordering is then lifted to literals and lauses in the usual way [29℄. A term
s is alled stri tly maximal in !  if there is no di erent o urren e of a
term in !  that is greater or equal than s with respe t to .
Contextual rewriting is a sophisti ated redu tion rule originally introdu ed in [2℄ that generalizes unit rewriting and non-unit rewriting [29℄. It is
an instan e of the standard redundan y notion of superposition. A lause C
is alled redundant in a lause set N if there exist lauses C1 ; : : : ; Cn 2 N
with Ci  C for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, written Ci 2 NC , su h that C1 ; : : : ; Cn j= C .
The lause C is implied by smaller lauses from N . This ondition an a tually be re ned to grounding substitutions: C is redundant if for all grounding
substitutions  for C there are ground instan es Ci i of lauses Ci 2 N su h
that Ci i  C , written Ci i 2 NC , and C1 1 ; : : : ; Cnn j= C . Redu tion
rules are marked with an R and their appli ation repla es the lauses above
the bar with the lauses below the bar.

De nition 1 (Contextual Rewriting [2℄) Let N be a lause set, C; D 2

N, 

be a substitution then the redu tions

R

D

=

1

! 1; s  t C = 2; u[s℄  v ! 2
1 ! 1 ; s  t
C = 2 ; u[t ℄  v ! 2
0
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R

D

=

1

! 1 ; s  t
C0

=

1
2

C

=

2
1 ; s t
2 ; u[t ℄

!
!



! 2 ; u[s℄  v
v

where the following onditions are satis ed
1.
2.
3.
4.

 t
C  D
NC j= 2 ! A for all A in 1 
NC j= A ! 2 for all A in 1 

s

are alled ontextual rewriting.

Due to ondition 1-1 and ondition 1-2 we have C  C and D  C .
Then from ondition 1-3 and ondition 1-4 we obtain that there exist lauses
C1 ; : : : ; Cn 2 NC and C1 ; : : : ; Cn ; C ; D j= C . Therefore, the lause C is
redundant in N [ fC g and an be eliminated. The rule is an instan e of the
abstra t superposition redundan y notion.
The side onditions 1-3 and 1-4 having both the form NC j= !  are
unde idable, in general. There are two obsta les de iding the side onditions
NC j=
! . First, there are in nitely possible grounding substitutions
 for the lauses
!  and C . Se ond, even for a given  there may be
in nitely many ground substitutions Æ with Ci Æ  C , Ci 2 N , e.g., if 
is the lexi ographi path ordering (LPO). Therefore, in order to e e tively
de ide the side onditions, in the following we will x one  and restri t the
number of onsidered substitutions Æ to a nite number yielding a de idable
instan e of ontextual rewriting.
First, NC j= !  is equivalent to NC [ f9x1 ; : : : ; xn ::( ! )g j= ?
where the xi are the variables of ! . The existential quanti er an be
eliminated by Skolemization yielding a Skolem substitution  that maps any
xi to a new Skolem onstant. Consequently, setting  to  yields the instan e
NC j= ( ! ) , where ( ! ) is ground. Still there may exist in nitely
many Æ with Ci Æ  C , Ci 2 N . Furthermore, C may still ontain variables
as the literal u[s ℄  v of C may ontain variables that do not o ur in 2 ,
2 .
Therefore, we restri t Æ to those grounding substitutions that map variables to terms only o urring in C or D where we additionally assume
that  is also grounding for C and D , i.e., it maps any variable o urring
D be the set of all
in C or D to an arbitrary fresh Skolem onstant. Let NC
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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ground instan es of lauses from N smaller than C obtained by instantiation
D is nite and N D  N .
with ground terms from D; C . Then NC
C
C
D j= ( ! ) is a suÆ ient ground approximation of
Consequently, NC
NC j=
! . Even though this is a de idable approximation of the origD is exponentially larger than N , in general. In
inal problem the set NC
parti ular, the set typi ally already gets so large that an instantiation based
D j= ( ! ) .
theorem proving approa h does not work out de iding NC
For example, the rewriting step from the example in the introdu tion ontains already more than 20 di erent ground terms out of the lause
i( 1 )  b; i( 3 )  b; i( 2 )  b; i( 4 )  b; q ( 5 )  b; q (f ( 4 ; 5 ))  b; b  a !
f ( 4 ; 5 )  nil; q (f ( 1 ; f ( 2 ; f ( 4 ; r ( 3 ; 5 )))))  b
where the i are the freshly introdu ed Skolem onstants. Re all that N is
not the input lause set but the set of all lauses generated in the ourse
of a saturation and an thus onsists of several (hundred) thousand lauses.
D is typi ally tested several 10 thousand times for
The side ondition NC
a problem with potential ontextual rewriting appli ations, even with respe t to the re nements that we will introdu e in the sequel. Therefore, we
D impli itly by approximating N D j= ( ! ) by the applirepresent NC
C
ation of a re ursively de ned redundan y redundan y alled ground subterm
redundant. A lause is ground subterm redundant, if it an be redu ed to
true by the redu tion rules tautology redu tion, forward subsumption, obvious
redu tion and a parti ular instan e of ontextual rewriting alled re ursive
ontextual ground rewriting de ned below. Tautology redu tion redu es synta ti and semanti tautologies to true whereas forward subsumption redu es
subsumed lauses to true. Obvious redu tion eliminates trivial literals [29℄.
Ground subterm redundan y is shown in Algorithm 1 and explained in detail
in the next Chapter 3.
Ground subterm redundan y only applies to ground lauses. Therefore,
the following de nition introdu es an instan e of ontextual rewriting only
working on ground lauses. Further, it adapts ontextual rewriting su h
D . This is in parti ular
that it impli itly only onsiders lauses from NC
guaranteed by ondition 2-3 below that limits the lauses used for redu tions
to so alled universally redu tive lauses.

De nition 2 (Re ursive Contextual Ground Rewriting) If N is a lause

set,

D

2 N, C
R

0

ground,

D

=

1



a substitution then the redu tions

! 1 ; s  t

!

C0

=

2 ; u[s ℄
t


 ! 2

1 ; s
1
;
u
[
t
℄
v
2
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 v ! 2

R

D

=

1

! 1 ; s  t

=

C0

2
t

! 2; u[s℄  v

1 ! 1 ; s 
!
2 ; u[t ℄  v
2

where the following onditions are satis ed
1.

s

is a stri tly maximal term in

D

2. u[s ℄  v  s  t
3.

vars(s)

! A) is ground subterm redundant for all A in 1
(A ! 2 ) is ground subterm redundant for all A in 1 

4. (
5.

= vars(D)

2

are alled re ursive ontextual ground rewriting.

Condition 2-1 and ondition 2-2 ensure the ordering restri tions required
by ontextual rewriting. Condition 2-3 implies that D is ground. A lause
D meeting ondition 2-1 and ondition 2-3 is alled strongly universally redu tive. Condition 2-4 and ondition 2-5 re ursively apply the ground subterm
redundan y riterion.
The ground subterm redundan y riterion is terminating sin e C is redu ed to a smaller ground lause. As a onsequen e, also the ground subterm redundan y pro edure (Algorithm 1) is terminating. Eventually, our
top level instan e of ontextual rewriting, the subterm ontextual rewriting
rule, be omes the below rule.
0

De nition 3 (Subterm Contextual Rewriting) Let
C; D

2 N ,  be a substitution then the redu tions
R

D

=

1

R

D

=

1

N

be a lause set,

! 1; s  t C = 2; u[s℄  v ! 2
1 ! 1 ; s  t
2 ; u[t ℄  v ! 2
! 1 ; s  t

C

=

2
t

! 2 ; u[s℄  v

! 1 ; s 
2 ! 2 ; u[t ℄  v
1

where the following onditions are satis ed

9

2.

 t
C  D

3.



1.

s

C; D

to fresh Skolem onstants

! A) is ground subterm redundant for all A in 1 
(A ! 2 ) is ground subterm redundant for all A in 1 

4. (
5.

maps all variables from
2

are alled subterm ontextual rewriting.

Note that unit rewriting and non-unit rewriting [29℄ are also instan es of
the subterm ontextual rewriting rule. Note further that the onditions for
the subterm ontextual rewriting rule are weaker ompared to the re ursive
ontextual ground rewriting rule: the right premise needs not to be ground
and the equation s  t needs not to be maximal in the rst premise. Subterm
ontextual rewriting uses re ursive ontextual ground rewriting to e e tively
de ide the side onditions.
In addition to the rewriting style, where subterms are repla ed by simpler
ones, the general idea of ontextual rewriting an also be used to a tually
eliminate literals, resulting in a generalization of mat hing repla ement resolution [29℄. This variant then also uses negative literals for redu tions.

De nition 4 (Subterm Contextual Literal Elimination) Let
lause set,

C; D

2 N ,  be a substitution then the redu tions

! 1 ; s  t C = 2 ; u  v !  2
1 ! 1 ; s  t
2 ! 2

R

D

=

1

R

D

=

1; s

 t !  1 C = 2 ! 2 ; u  v
1 ! 1 ; s  t
2 ! 2

where the following onditions are satis ed

= u and t = v

1.

s

2.

C

 D

3.



maps all variables from

C; D

to fresh Skolem onstants
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N

be a

! A) is ground subterm redundant for all A in 1 
(A ! 2 ) is ground subterm redundant for all A in 1 

4. (
5.

2

are alled subterm ontextual rewriting.
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3 Implementation
The implementation of Spass [29℄ fo uses on a sophisti ated redu tion mahinery. The Spass main loop operates on two lause sets: WorkedO and
Usable. The WorkedO set ontains the lauses whi h have been pro essed
and the Usable set ontains the lauses whi h have to be onsidered for
further inferen es. When Spass is started WorkedO is empty and Usable
ontains all input lauses. Then in ea h iteration of the main loop Spass
hooses one lause C from Usable and moves it to WorkedO . Then it omputes all inferen es of C with lauses of WorkedO . Ea h inferen ed lause
C is then fully interredu ed using lauses of WorkedO [ Usable. This proess is alled forward redu tion. After that it redu es all lauses of WorkedO
and Usable by using C whi h is alled ba kward redu tion. After having performed forward redu tion and ba kward redu tion, the lause sets WorkedO
and Usable are fully interredu ed with respe t to C . This is the well-known
Otter loop that onsiders all lauses for redu tion in ontrast to a more lazy
approa h only onsidering WorkedO lauses, alled Dis ount loop.
The integration of ontextual rewriting into the Spass main loop onsists
of two steps. First, the sear h for appropriate ontextual rewrite appli ation
andidates. This is analogous to the ase of unit rewriting and non-unit
rewriting. Finding appropriate rewrite andidates is realized in Spass via
substitution trees [29, 15℄. The following shows the non-unit rewriting rule.
0

0

Non-Unit Rewriting

R

D

=

1

! 1 ; s  t C = 2 ; u[s℄  v ! 2
1 ! 1 ; s  t
C = 2 ; u[t ℄  v ! 2
00

R

D

=

1

! 1 ; s  t C = 2 ! 2 ; u[s℄  v
1 ! 1 ; s  t
C = 2 ! 2 ; u[t ℄  v
00
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where (i) s  t and (ii)

1



2 ; 1 

 2

In order to rewrite a lause C the implementation of unit and non-unit
rewriting tries to redu e ea h subterm s of C . Therefore, for ea h subterm
s the pro edure queries the substitution tree whether there exist a andidate
term s. If there exists su h a term then the substitution tree returns s
together with the mat her  . After retrieving the lause D of whi h term s
is a subterm, the requirements (i) and (ii) are veri ed. If they are ful lled
then C is rewritten else the implementation queries the substitution tree for
the next andidate term. The retrieval is realized in an iterative way be ause
the rst hit is a tually already used for redu tion.
The se ond step for integrating ontextual rewriting into Spass is to he k
the side onditions that require an e e tive implementation of the ground
subterm redundan y he k. First of all, it is too ostly to expli itly ompute
the Skolem substitution  for ea h lause ( ! ) subje t to the ground
subterm redundan y riterion. Applying  expli itly requires to allo ate
memory for the new onstants, the resulting terms and the new lause and it
requires additional omputations to build the lause. Be ause of the re ursive
stru ture of the redundan y riterion this is not feasible. Therefore, our
solution is to simply treat variables as onstants in the implementation of
the redundan y riterion.
In Spass onstants are fun tion obje ts of arity zero. If the implementation of subterm ontextual rewriting repla ed the variables of the lause
!  expli itly by fresh onstants, then it would reate for ea h variable
a fun tion obje t and insert it into the pre eden e with lowest pre eden e.
Therefore, the term symbols of the new onstants are ordered to ea h other
as well as to the other term symbols. On the other hand variables are represented as integers in Spass whi h impli itly orders them. Whenever we onsider variables to be onstants we assume them to have a lower pre eden e
than any other non-variable symbol of the signature. As a onsequen e, if
we adapt the ordering modules (KBO, RPOS) su h that they treat variables
in the above way, then our approa h has the same properties with respe t to
ordering omputation as reating onstants expli itly.
If variables are interpreted as onstants the standard pro edure of Spass
for nding appropriate rewrite andidates remains un hanged. Let t be a
term, u a onstant, x a variable and I the term index ontaining all terms
o urring in the lause set N . A generalization for the term t[u℄ is a tuple
(t ;  ), su h that t[t  ℄ = t[u℄ where t is a term and  is a substitution.
The lookup fun tion for the retrieval of generalizations in the index I will
return the same terms for t[x℄ as for t[u℄. In more detail, this means that
for all generalizations (t1 ; 1 ) of t[u℄ in I there is a generalization (t2 ; 2 ) of
0

0

0

0

0
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0

1 GroundSubtermRedundant(CLAUSE C, CLAUSE SET N);
2 Rewritten =True ;
3 while Rewritten do
4
Rewritten =False ;
5
if IsEmpty(C) then return False ;
6
if IsTautology(C) then return True ;
7
if ForwardSubsumption(C, N) then return True ;
8
if ObviousRedu tion(C) then Rewritten =True ;
9
if Re ursiveContextualGroundRewriting(C, N) then
10
11

Rewritten=True ;

end
return False
Algorithm 1:

GroundSubtermRedundant

t[x℄

in I with t1 = t2 and 1 is equal to 2 where all o urren es of u in the
o-domain of 1 are repla ed by x. Consequently, the lookup for appropriate
rewrite andidates is independent of the interpretation of the variables.
In the following we present the implementation of the ground subterm
redundan y he k and verify that it works exa tly like an implementation
that reates Skolem onstants expli itly.
The implementation is depi ted in Algorithm 1 and uses tautology he k,
forward subsumption and obvious redu tions from the redu tion pro edure
of Spass. These are the pro edures implemented in Spass ex ept that they
work with respe t to the modi ed ordering pro edures that interpret variables
as onstants. As explained above the retrieval of andidate terms of forward
subsumption remains un hanged.
Algorithm 1 expe ts as input a lause C and a lause set N and redu es
C with respe t to N in the main loop. The redu tions performed on lause
C in Algorithm 2 hange C destru tively. IsEmpty(C) he ks whether the
given lause is the empty lause. IsTautology(C) he ks if j= C . This is
realized via a ongruen e losure algorithm testing whether a positive literal
is implied by the negative literals.
ForwardSubsumption(C, N) he ks whether C is already subsumed by
lauses from N .

R
where

1



2

and 1  2 .

1

! 1
1

2

! 1
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1 Re ursiveContextualGroundRewriting(CLAUSE C [u[u0 ℄
v ℄,
CLAUSE SET N );
2 G = generalSDT (N; u0 );
3 forea h (s;  ) G do
4
Lits = LiteralsContainingTerm(s);
5
forea h (s t) Lits s.t. s t do
6
D = LiteralOwningClause(s
t);
7
if (vars(s) vars(D)
8
u[s ℄
v
s
t
9
s stri tly maximal term in D
10
A Ante(D ) GroundSubtermRedundant(
A)
11
A Su (D ) GroundSubtermRedundant(A
))

2

 2





 

^





^

^

8 2
8 2

12
13
14
15

!
!

then
return C [u[t ℄  v ℄;
end
end
end
Algorithm 2: Re ursiveContextualGroundRewriting

ObviousRedu tion(C)

implements the following rules

! ; s  t; s  t
! ; s  t

R
and

R

and

 t; s  t ! 
;s  t ! 

; t  t
R !!


and
and

;s

R
R

;x

;t

t!
!

t!
!

if

x

62 ( [ )

Further details an be found in the Spass Handbook [31℄.
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^

Re ursiveContextualGroundRewriting(C, N), depi ted in Algorithm 2, implements re ursive ontextual ground rewriting. The variables
o urring in C are interpreted as onstants in the sense explained above.
The all to generalSDT (N; u ) (line 2) returns the set of generalizations G
from N of u and the respe tive mat her  . Then the pro edure omputes
for ea h of the generalizations the literals and the lauses where they o ur.
The andidate lauses are then he ked for the non-re ursive side onditions of ontextual rewriting. Be ause of the onditions vars(s) = vars(D)
(line 7) and s is stri tly maximal term in D (line 8) the rewrite lause D is
strongly universally redu tive. This means that  has all variables of D in its
domain. The substitution  repla es all variables of D by terms o urring in
C . Therefore, D ontains only variables o urring in C whi h we assume to
be onstants. As a onsequen e, this pro edure neither introdu es any new
Skolem onstants nor does it hange the pre eden e of them. Therefore, the
ordering he k (line 8) is implemented using the above-explained, modi ed
ordering modules treating variables as onstants. Additionally, building the
subproblems (line 10 { line 11) does also not hange the Skolem onstants nor
introdu e new ones. For ea h of these subproblems Re ursiveContextualGroundRewriting re ursively alls GroundSubtermRedundant.
Interpreting variables as Skolem onstants during the re ursive appli ation of GroundSubtermRedundant results exa tly in the same behavior
where expli itly new onstant obje ts are introdu ed, but saves time and
memory.
The implementation of subterm ontextual rewriting and subterm ontextual literal elimination is analogous to the implementation of re ursive
ontextual ground rewriting. The di eren e is that the input lause C is not
interpreted to be ground and the lo al side onditions (line 7 - line 9) are
hanged with respe t to the de nition of subterm ontextual rewriting and
subterm ontextual literal elimination, respe tively.
Algorithm 3 depi ts the forward redu tion pro edure of Spass where
subterm ontextual rewriting is integrated. Note that the input lause C is
destru tively hanged during the redu tions.
0

0

3.1

Integration of Unit and Non-Unit Rewriting

Our rst major improvement over [32℄ is the integration of unit and nonunit rewriting into subterm ontextual rewriting. Considering the old Algorithm 3 standard rewriting (line 8), namely unit and non-unit rewriting,
16

1 ForwardRedu tion(CLAUSE C , CLAUSE SET N );
2 Rewritten=True ;
3 while Rewritten do
4
Rewritten=False ;
5
if IsTautology(C) then return True ;
6
if ObviousRedu tion(C) then Rewritten=True ;
7
if ForwardSubsumption(C; N ) then return True ;
8
if Rewriting(C; N ) then Rewritten = True ;
9
if SubtermContextualRewrting(C; N ) then
10
11

Rewritten=True ;
end
return (C )
Algorithm 3:

ForwardRedu tion

was implemented independently from ontextual rewriting (line 9) in the rst
implementation [32℄. As a result our previous implementation sear hes the
index stru ture for nding appropriate standard rewriting andidates and
then sear hes the index again for nding andidates for ontextual rewriting.
In order to save queries to the index and side ondition he ks we nested standard rewriting into ontextual rewriting resulting in the pro edure depi ted
in Algorithm 4.
The pro edure IsUnit (line 7) he ks if the lause given as argument
is a unit. If both C and D are unit lauses then C an be rewritten.
SubsumesBasi he kes if the literals of C ex ept literal u[u ℄  v subsume
all literals of D ex ept literal s  t . Analogously, we extended re ursive
ontextual ground rewriting by unit and non-unit rewriting.
The integration of unit and non-unit rewriting into ontextual rewriting
potentially hanges the proof sear h strategy be ause lauses are redu ed in
di erent order. Con erning Algorithm 3 rewriting (line 8) is performed on
an input lause C before subterm ontextual rewriting. The pro edure implementing rewriting redu es the lause C using all lauses of N . When no
further redu tion with rewriting is possible then subterm ontextual rewriting redu es C using N . After integrating standard rewriting into subterm
ontextual rewriting this is done in parallel. The lause set N is pro essed
only on e. Ea h time a andidate lause is retrieved the pro edure he ks if
standard rewriting is possible. If it is not possible then it immediately he ks
whether ontextual rewriting is possible. This potentially hanges the proof
sear h strategy, be ause the lauses are redu ed in a di erent order.
0
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1 SubtermContextualRewriting(CLAUSE C [u[u0 ℄
v ℄,
CLAUSE SET N );
2 G = generalSDT (N; u0 );
3 forea h (s;  ) G do
4
Lits = LiteralsContainingTerm(s);
5
forea h (s t) Lits s.t. s t do
6
D = LiteralOwningClause(s
t);
7
if (IsUnit(C ) IsUnit(D )) then return C [u[t ℄ v ℄;
8
else if SubsumesBasi (C; D ) then return C [u[t ℄ v ℄;
9
else if (u[s ℄ v s t
10
s stri tly maximal term in D
11
A Ante(D )
GroundSubtermRedundant(
A)
12
A Su (D )
GroundSubtermRedundant(A
))

2

 2





^

 





^

^

8 2

!

8 2

13
14
15
16

then
return C [u[t ℄  v ℄;
end
end
end
Algorithm 4: SubtermContextualRewriting

3.2



^

!

Fault Ca hing

Testing a term whether it an be rewritten using ontextual rewriting might
ause to perform many pro edure alls be ause of the mutual re ursive stru ture of the side onditions. Memorizing terms that have been identi ed not
to be redu ible saves a lot of omputation.
The a he itself is realized via a term indexing stru ture be ause this
provides all the fun tionality for storing and querying terms that we need.
Furthermore, Spass already provides this data stru ture via substitution
trees as explained above. Substitution trees return for a query term a generalization together with the respe tive substitution. Let t be a term we
want to he k whether it is already in the fault a he. If the substitution
tree returns a term t and a substitution  then t  = t. If  only substitutes variables of t by variables then t is not subterm ground redundant if
we onsider the same ontext.
We modi ed the implementation of re ursive ontextual ground rewriting
su h that ea h time a term is onsidered for rewriting the algorithm rst
0

0
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queries the a he. If the term is in the a he then this term is not onsidered
for rewriting. If it is not in the a he and neither standard rewriting nor
subterm ontextual rewriting was possible then the algorithm inserts it into
the a he. On e a term was in luded in the a he it remains there. We use a
global a he for the implementation in order to avoid as mu h omputation
as possible.
This is an approximation be ause a term that is not redu ible in the ontext of one lause might be redu ible in the ontext of another lause. Further, for he king whether a term is in the fault a he, the implementation
onsiders terms that are generalizations with respe t to variable mappings.
Be ause variables are interpreted as onstants the a he might reje t terms
that are redu ible with another ordering of the variables. Remember that
variables are interpreted as Skolem onstants. The fault a he is also ompatible with splitting. If a term is inserted into the a he in a split bran h
that is not valid anymore, it does not produ e wrong results be ause we have
a purely negative a he whi h only ex ludes terms that ould be possibly
rewritten. As a onsequen e, we lose possible appli ations of a ontextual
rewriting step. If we also stored terms that an be redu ed, this approa h
would not work be ause if a term ould be identi ed to be redu ible in a split
bran h then this term does not have to be redu ible in another bran h. In
this ase we need to a he lauses and have to onsider ba ktra king updates
by the splitting. Similarly, if a term is redu ible in the ontext of one lause
with ontextual rewriting, this does not have to be the ase in the ontext of
another lause. However, the below results show that this heuristi performs
well on pra ti al instan es.
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4 Results
4.1

Results on the TPTP

In this hapter we evaluate the implementations of ontextual rewriting in
Spass, presented in the last hapter, by omparing it to the urrent standard
on guration of Spass.
As test samples we used the TPTP 3.2.0 [27℄ whi h is a library onsisting
of 8984 problems for testing automated theorem proving systems. As referen e we run Spass version 3.1 that is version 3.0 extended by some bug xes
with default on guration. For the sample runs we integrated ontextual
rewriting and the respe tive improvements in this version of Spass. All sample runs were performed with Spass options set to -RFRew=4 -RBRew=3
-RTaut=2 . This means that both subterm ontextual rewriting and subterm
ontextual literal elimination are a tivated for forward rewriting, subterm
ontextual rewriting is a tivated for ba kward redu tions and semanti tautology he ks are a tivated. The hardware setup onsisted of Opteron nodes
running at speed of 2.4 GHz equipped with 4 GB RAM for ea h node. For
the sample run as well as for the referen e run we set a time limit of 300
se onds for ea h problem.
The problems of the TPTP are ranked from 0:00 to 1:00 indi ating their
diÆ ulty. Basi ally, the value expresses how many of the urrent existing
provers were able to solve a parti ular problem. This means that problems
with rating 1:00 have not been solved by any prover so far. For further details
we refer to [28℄. We ompare Spass ontaining our new improvements to the
original Spass with respe t to the di erent rankings of problems. All proofs
that Spass with ontextual rewriting ould nd additionally were he ked
by the Spass proof he ker.
The results of running Spass ontaining our rst implementation of ontextual rewriting are depi ted in Table 4.1. This version found 85 additional
proofs and lost 143 proofs ompared to the run without ontextual rewriting
if we onsider all problems. If we onsider problems with rank greater then
20

0.65 then Table 4.1 shows that ontextual rewriting solves more problems
than it loses. The higher the rank the better are the results of ontextual
rewriting ompared to the referen e version. If we onsider problems with
threshold greater than 0.9, Spass with ontextual rewriting found 21 additional proofs and lost none. It even ould solve ve additional problems.
threshold
0.00
0.50
0.65
0.80
0.90
1.00

lost
143
80
48
3
0
0

won
85
69
61
42
21
5

Table 4.1: Contextual rewriting, 300 se onds time limit
First we did not understand why ontextual rewriting lost so many easy
problems. Then by inspe ting some of the lost problems we ould identify two
reasons. First, the a tual proof found by the standard version of Spass got
lost through a ontextual rewriting appli ation. Se ond, a all to a ontextual
rewriting pro edure took so long that Spass did not nish within the time
limit although the referen e run terminated within millise onds. Therefore,
we improved our implementation of ontextual rewriting a ording to the
lines of Chapter 3.
4.1.1

Integrated Unit and Non-Unit Rewriting

The integration of unit and non-unit rewriting into the implementation of
ontextual rewriting improved the results signi antly. Although more problems were lost than before more ould be additionally solved. This improvement narrowed the gap between solved and lost problems. Table 4.2 depi ts
the results.
Considering all problems the version with integrated unit and non-unit
rewriting found 152 additional proofs and lost 119. It still solves hard problems whereas it is able to solve more easy on e.
4.1.2

Fault Ca hing

After additionally integrating the fault a he in the ontextual rewriting
pro edure the results further improved as Table 4.3 depi ts. Spass found 132
21

threshold
0.0
0.5
0.65
0.8
0.9
1.0

lost
152
88
51
4
0
0

won
119
71
62
36
20
5

Table 4.2: Integrated Unit and Non-Unit Rewriting, 300 se onds time limit
additional problems whereas it only lost 67. This implementation improved
mu h on the easy problems but ould solve new diÆ ult problems, too. Even
one additional problem that has not been solved before.
threshold
0.0
0.5
0.65
0.8
0.9
1.0

lost
67
43
23
3
0
0

won
132
81
71
40
22
6

Table 4.3: Contextual Rewriting with Ca hing, 300 se onds time limit
The following table ompares Spass with ontextual rewriting and all
improvements with a time limit of 900 se onds to the referen e run. We see
that almost half of the 67 lost problems ould be regained by in reasing the
time limit.
The six new problems that we ould solve are all from the software model
he king ategory of the TPTP. The problems are: SWC308+1, SWC329+1,
SWC345+1, SWC342+1, SWC261+1, SWC335+1. This is not a surprise
as ontextual rewriting an for example employ onditional a ess fun tion
de nitions for redu tion. For example, a list element a ess fun tion that
rst he ks for emptiness is perfe tly mat hed by our subterm ontextual
rewriting rule.
It was a surprise to us that the implementation of ontextual rewriting
did not improve on satis able problems. In the rst implementation we even
lost seven problems and did not terminate on problems where the referen e
version did. After the integration of unit and non-unit rewriting we even
22

threshold
0.0
0.5
0.65
0.8
0.9
1.0

lost
38
23
7
3
0
0

won
190
99
83
40
22
6

Table 4.4: Contextual Rewriting with Ca hing, 900 se run time
lost eight problems. But also for satis ability problems it turned out that
the fault a he is useful be ause the version ontaining the fault a he only
lost one problem. Running the version with a hing and a time limit of 900
se onds still lost this parti ular problem but additionally terminated on three
problems. We are wondering about that phenomenon be ause ontextual
rewriting is apable to in rease the number of problems where Spass an
terminate on. An example for su h a problem is the introdu tory example
whi h is shown in more detail in the next se tion. The TPTP version 3.2.0
does not ontain su h problems.
4.2

Appli ation to the Example from the Introdu tion

In this part we depi t the appli ation of approximated re ursive ontextual
rewriting on the introdu tory example in detail. Therewith, we show that
superposition together with our instan e of ontextual rewriting terminates
on this example. Spass with ontextual rewriting is able to saturate the
lause set from se tion 1 whereas Spass without ontextual rewriting is not.
Re all that we an redu e lause 5 with lause 3 using ontextual rewriting
if the side onditions are ful lled. The ground lauses
8 : i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; b  a ! i(x1 )  b
9 : i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; b  a ! q (f (x2 ; r(x3 ; y1 )))  b
must be entailed by lauses from NC . Clause 8 is a tautology whereas lause 9
an be rewritten with lause 3 to
10: i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; a  b ! a  b
using ontextual rewriting if in addition the lauses
11: i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; a  b ! i(x2 )  b
12: i(x1 )  b; i(x3 )  b; i(x2 )  b; q (y1 )  b; a  b ! q (r(x3 ; y1 ))))  b
are also entailed by lauses from NC . Clause 11 is a synta ti tautology and
23

lause 12 is subsumed by lause 2.
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5 Summary
In summary, ontextual rewriting is ostly but it helps solving diÆ ult problems. Our urrent implementation improves signi antly over our rst suggestion [32℄. It a tually gains more problems than it loses and is able to
solve many diÆ ult problems. The Spass version des ribed in this paper
and used for the experiments an be obtained from the Spass homepage
(http://spass-prover.org/) following the prototype link.
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